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THE TRUTH ABOUT 

SELF-SOOTHING



The phrase “Self -Soothing” is a made-up
concept & can mean different things to
different people. Let me explain this a

little further….
To self-regulate or self soothe develops
as we mature and its easiest explained
as the ability to move from either a
positive (excitement) or negative
(distressed/stressed) state of arousal,
to a place of calm. Little ones in
general are not great at self-regulating
or even have the brain maturity to able
to do so although there are some that
can tap into this primitive ability earlier
than others.

So in relation to sleep, when babies are
dysregulated or have a
negative/stressful state of arousal, they
will find it difficult to take sleep this
way. When we enter sleep stressed
out, our sleep as adults is unlikely to be
restorative and mostly likely to be
fragmented. It’s the same for our little
ones. 
So we as parents need to co-regulate
and model calm to our babies & their
develop their nervous system, to
support a state of calm before your
baby enters sleep. Overtime they learn
from us how to calm themselves 

 and take independent sleep when they
are developmentally ready to do so and
not by forcing them into it.

This is where I often get asked about
babies crying themselves to sleep and if
you know anything about me, this is not
area I’m invested in.
Yes, babies/children will eventually stop
crying and fall asleep but again they are
entering sleep in a negative state of
arousal and this can impact quality of
sleep. 
The research also indicates that when
babies stop crying and go to sleep, they
have just give up & stop thinking that
someone is going to come and meet
their needs. They haven’t taught
themselves to Self-Soothe, this is
entirely unfounded.

What is Self-
Soothing? 



 This group of babies were able to
wake out of a sleep cycle, look
around, suck their fingers, squirm,
pass wind and make some noise
and go back to sleep without any
adult support or input
Now a self-soother will still
signal/cry out to their carer if they
have a need that needs to be met
as like hunger, too hot or cold, wet
nappy, poo-narmie situation, they
are lonely etc. 
But if they don’t have a need that
needs to be met, they will
generally resettle independently  

The term “Self-Soother” or “Self-
Soothing” was coined by Gentle
Parenting advocate Thomas Ander’s
in the late 1970’s. He observed when
watching little ones sleep that there
were 2 groups of babies in relation to
the ability to regulate themselves.

1.   Self-Soothers

For these babies, when they
woke from a sleep cycle and they
called out or signalled to their
carer that they needed support
to resettle and go back to sleep
or they had another need that
needed to be met.
They generally will require more
frequent attention and may find
that life around them can be a
little more stressful in general
and get disregulated quicker and
easier. 
These babies are labelled in
society as the “needy baby”.

2.   Signallers

Where did the
concept of Self-
Soothing come

from? 
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Respond to their Needs 

 Respond to your baby's individual needs as they arise, both
physically ie hunger, uncomfortable, comfort when they have wind
pain, relieve scratchy or tight clothes  & emotionally i.e being
available to provide comfort, touch, reassurance & play. 
When needs are unmet, depending on the baby's autonomic
nervous system response, personality and/or temperament, these
unmet need/s can heighten the stress response, the baby's overall
dysregulation & results in difficulty taking stress free sleep.

Instead of thinking "I need to get my baby to go to sleep" reframe
your approach to "I need to get my baby to calm down to enter
sleep".
Know what gets your baby's stress response elevated & work
towards supporting them to find calm before sleep.
As parents, we need to model calm to our babies. This is how they
learn what emotional regulation for the rest of their life. 
Ways to support calm - touch, bath, soothing comfort ie rocking,
feed to sleep, contact napping, singing/talking to them and baby
massage. Whatever works for your baby to invoke and maintain
calm. Don't listen to outside voices telling you to leave your baby.

Build their Confidence Developmentally 

3 PRACTICAL POINTS  TO REMEBER 
Co-Regulation Checklist 
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Model Calm & Co-Regulate 

Building your baby's confidence in meeting their needs & being
emotionally available to them, helps regulate their nervous
system & its here that they learn about how to calm  themselves
developmentally. 
Parents are an intrinsic part of their baby's ability to become
emotionally stable and as a result are better able to self regulate
when they are developmentally ready. 
We cannot force independent regulation and we are doing our
babies a disservice if we insist on this approach. 



Hi I'm Karla
My background is a Registered Nurse
of 25yrs, NZ Wellchild Nurse, IAIM
Certified Infant Massage Instructor &
an International Certified Holistic
Sleep Coach.

My passion is supporting families
care for their babies in a way that
promotes gentle, responsive and
attachment focused parenting, with
an emphasis on educating parents
with high quality current information
from reputable sources. Maternal &
Infant Mental Health is also
paramount when I support families
and is never compromised. 

I offer high quality education and
relevant practical strategies to
parents about what life is like for
their baby from a biological and
normal behavioural perspective,
which assists parents to better
understand how to meet their baby's
needs. Acknowledging the families
values and meeting their lifestyle
needs is fundamental to successful
outcomes too.  Then as a result this
holistic apporach reduces overall
unsettled crying periods, better
quality of sleep for all & parents can
enjoy time with their baby again. 

This is where the magic truly sits,
right?
This is what I have offered you here in
this downloadable. Realistic, biological
and behavioural based approaches,
that are supported by current
evidence , in meeting the needs of
your baby.

When I work alongside families, I
 support them to feel more
empowered & confident within their
parenting, with knowledge from a
professional practitioner, who is
qualified to support them and their
baby. 
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"What Do My Clients Say?"

"Its so refreshing to work with
Karla around sleep. Karla has

given us information &
knowledge that has made a

real difference for our sleep. She
was always senstive & insightful

to my needs as well as the
needs of my daughter. I highly

recommend Karla for sleep
coaching."

Jaisha, 9th August

Meeting Karla has been an absolute game-changer for our

family! Our 7 month old had been waking at least hourly

overnight for weeks, and needed to be held for all naps.

Needless to say we were exhausted! Thankfully we found Karla

and we booked a sleep package with her. She listened to us,

got to know our boy and his personality, and gave us

individualised and evidence based advice. She didn't promote

sleep training or try to 'fix' our baby's sleep - because there was

nothing broken.  Instead she helped us to find his natural sleep

rhythm, and in a way gave us the permission we needed to do

things differently. Six weeks later we are safely co-sleeping, well

rested, our boy is thriving with his 'love tank' full, and he is far

more content when we are out and about. Thanks Karla for

your care, your humour, and your kindness!

Amanda, 27th August 

"Karla has been an absolute
blessing! Helping us to understand

what is going on with our now 11
month old boy. He was waking

every 1.5-2 hours overnight
screaming. In the past 10 days we
have gone from 6+ wakes a night
to him waking 2-3 times. All while

following our boys lead and
responding to his needs in a loving

and nurturing way." 
Amanda, 22nd May



Thank You...
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Congratulations!  You now have some
fantastic tools and strategies to try with
your baby.

What's next? Start your plan today on
how you are going to incorporate what
you have learned from this guide in
modelling calm for your baby &
supporting them to take stress free sleep
. Always remember to have some self
care for you too. Top up your bucket.

Need more support? Every baby will
respond differently and you might like to
have more guidance on this or on other
aspects of your baby's sleep.
You can head over and "like" me on my
facebook page for further freebies,
updates or upcoming courses.  Check out
my website where you can review my
qualifications, blogs, services & client
reviews. 

Contact Me To
Book a FREE

Call

Sleep Well, Karla

Email:karla@nurturingtouch.co.nz
Website: ww.nurturingtouch.co.nz
FB - Nurturingtouch with Karla
Phone: 02108876602
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Approach Sleep with a Nurturing Touch


